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Jennifer and Thomas Wagner just want to know their family  
is safe and can count on their security system—and  
that relies on a solid network. They know their security  
cameras are susceptible to falling offline, and while their 
installer comes out and fixes it quickly, they’d like an  
immediate resolution when it happens. 

The Wagners expressed this concern to their installer,  
so he set them up with a Luxul managed switch, featuring  
PoE Auto-Recovery, on his next visit. PoE Auto-Recovery  
eliminates this problem by automatically rebooting PoE- 
connected devices when the switch loses communication 
with them, so the Wagners no longer have to worry about 
their PoE-connected devices dropping offline.

Make yourself the most valuable part of your clients’ security 
systems by offering them complete reliability in their system 
with PoE Auto-Recovery, and as an added bonus, roll fewer 
trucks each month for service calls!

PoE Auto-Recovery

Available on all current PoE managed switches 
except XFS-1816P & XMS-1010P



Mark Jenkins, owner of Grounds Zero Coffee, is always 
looking for a good way to have a smaller impact on the  
environment. Since using electrical power when it’s  
unnecessary is bad for the environment, Mark set out  
to find solutions that would help them cut back on their  
electrical usage.

After Mark shared this goal with his installer, his installer set 
the shop up with a Luxul managed network switch, featuring 
PoE Power-Scheduling, which enables him to set schedules  
on end users’ switches to power down PoE-connected 
devices, like access points and control panels, when they 
aren’t in use.

Now, Grounds Zero Coffee is having less impact on the 
environment and will never worry about PoE-devices being 
left on when they’re not there to use them. Set yourself 
apart by offering your clients the ultimate personalization of 
their systems—right down to the last detail, scheduling 
when their devices are powered on.
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PoE Power-Scheduling

Available on all current PoE managed switches 
except XFS-1816P & XMS-1010P
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